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Abstract— Blockchain technology is becoming the cornerstone
for the development and deployment of other technologies like
Federated Learning (FL) and the Internet of Things (IoT), as it
plays a critical role in data sharing and incentives. Blockchains
supports decentralization, data-privacy protection, security, and
reliability. Assuring secure data sharing in mobile computing
and FL is challenging because of untrustworthy participants
and unknown data quality. Blockchain provides trust in decen-
tralized environments without requiring trusted third parties.
By using smart contracts, blockchain has been able to sup-
porting rich decentralized applications. However, the scalability
of blockchain is a challenge that prevents its wide adoption
by high-performance applications. To address the blockchain
scalability issue, various blockchain sharding technologies and
off-chain solutions have been proposed. To improve the network
throughput, blockchain sharding divides the entire network
into several smaller parallel groups and exploits fast consensus
algorithms in blockchain shards. Off-chain solutions, such as
payment channel networks (PCNs), transfer the slow on-chain
transactions to the off-chain environment, in which transactions
can be accelerated. Without consensus and on-chain expensive
operations, off-chain scalable solutions significantly reduce trans-
action costs and increase transaction throughput. This special
issue aims to provide a forum for the presentation of state-
of-the-art research approaches that advance the construction
of intelligent blockchain systems. A total of 27 articles were
accepted after a two-round rigorous review process. Based on
their topics, we have grouped the accepted articles into four cat-
egories: blockchain-based federated learning systems, blockchain
and the IoT, blockchain scalability, and high-performance
blockchains. In what follows, we introduce these articles and their
contributions.
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I. BLOCKCHAIN AND FEDERATED LEARNING

ARTICLES in this category focus on blockchain-based
FL systems. One article proposes a novel consensus

mechanism and uses blockchain mining resources for FL
training; two other articles focus on incentive mechanisms
for FL, and other two investigate model aggregations in FL
systems.

In [A1], Wang et al. propose an energy-recycling consensus
mechanism that solves the Proof-of-Work puzzle and uses
computing resources to conduct FL tasks. They extend typical
blockchain components, like block structure and transaction
types, and propose a new incentive for their proposed frame-
work. The simulation results show the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of their proposed mechanism.

In [A2], Wang et al. propose a blockchain-based incentive
mechanism in a hierarchical FL setting, aiming to balance sys-
tem overhead. Blockchain provides trusted environment, data
privacy protection and economic incentives. They introduce a
multi-layer Stackelberg game to obtain an optimal solution to
the problem they propose.

In [A3], Zhang et al. investigate an incentive scheme for
high-quality knowledge discovery. Specifically, they design
a blockchain-based efficient and privacy-preserving quality-
aware incentive scheme to achieve privacy, reliability, stream-
lined processing, and quality awareness. The experimental
results show that their scheme has acceptable efficiency and
affordable performance.

In [A4], Cui et al. propose a blockchain-based
communication-efficient FL framework for fast model
aggregation. They minimize the training loss subject to a
limited training time to maximize the final model accuracy.
The experimental results show that the proposed framework
can significantly reduce communication traffic and training
time.

In [A5], Nguyen et al. address a latency optimization
problem for blockchain-based FL and design an offloading
strategy to assist the machine learning (ML) model training.
They propose a new decentralized ML model aggregation
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solution to facilitate reliable ML model sharing. The numerical
results show that their scheme outperforms other approaches
with respect to model training efficiency, convergence rate,
system latency, and robustness.

II. BLOCKCHAIN AND THE INTERNET OF THINGS

Articles in this category mainly focus on blockchain and
the IoT. This category includes five articles investigating
blockchain-based data sharing in the context of the IoT, one
article introducing blockchain-based IoT data collection, and
four articles focusing on offloading strategies; in particular,
some articles focus on leveraging unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) for disaster assistance.

In [A6], Zhou et al. explore the service-oriented edge
resource allocation in dense small-cell networks and mobile
edge computing (MEC). They propose an image-sharing
framework for fast image retrieval in MEC with storage
limitations, while at the same time enhancing traceabil-
ity and security of their framework using blockchain-based
technologies.

In [A7], Wang et al. design a blockchain-enhanced federated
learning market to facilitate the efficient use of data. Data
sharing among trusted devices is enabled while guaranteeing
high training quality given fixed budgets. Reward fairness and
training security are also taken into account. The simulation
results show that the proposed system significantly improves
the overall system utility and the average accuracy of FL
models.

In [A8], Zhang et al. explore payment channel networks
to address data sharing issues in IoT settings. Aiming to
improve the transaction success rate, they develop a homo-
morphic hashing-based transaction segmentation scheme and
a multi-path routing scheme based on a multi-point relay
mechanism. The simulation results show that the proposed
approach achieves a high transaction efficiency and success
ratio compared with baselines.

In [A9], Xue et al. study an intelligent access permission
control for blockchain-based data sharing and propose an
intelligent blockchain-based data-sharing scheme. They design
a novel encryption scheme for flexible data authorization while
guaranteeing three essential security properties. The evaluation
results in both on-chain and off-chain environments show that
their scheme achieves high computational and communication
efficiency.

In [A10], Wang et al. integrate smart contracts and mobile
devices to establish an interactive blockchain-based mobile
crowdsensing system with security and fairness guaranteed.
They offload the data evaluation process from the blockchain,
aiming to reduce the on-chain computation costs. The sim-
ulation results show that their system can significantly cut
overhead and defend against possible adversaries.

In [A11], Tang et al. explore a blockchain-based security
supporting IoT data collection using UAVs. Their approach
maximizes overall profits by a strategy that considers both
IoT transmission and incentives. Furthermore, the proposed
solution reduces the operational cost of data collection through
the flexible deployment of UAVs.

In [A12], Yao et al. propose a blockchain-empowered col-
laborative task offloading scheme for cloud-edge-device com-

puting. Participants can reach an agreement on task offloading
by running a modified consensus algorithm. They show the
superior performance of their solutions by implementing them
in a commercialized blockchain platform.

In [A13], Tang et al. explore a traffic offloading prob-
lem in Space-Air-Ground integrated networks and propose
a blockchain-based secure FL framework to assist traffic
offloading. They further propose a node security evaluation
and an enhanced practical Byzantine fault tolerance algorithm
to ensure system security and improve network performance.
The simulation results show that the proposed framework
achieves superior performance.

In [A14], Seid et al. address the cost-saving computation
offloading issue in IoT networks supported by aerial base
stations. They propose a blockchain and multi-agent deep rein-
forcement learning integrated framework where blockchain
support offloading security and the learning mechanism min-
imizes computation costs while maximizing the utility of
UAVs.

In [A15], Liu et al. propose a framework for the
blockchain-based offloading strategy to balance the fast trans-
action confirmation rate required by blockchain users and the
transaction fees obtained by blockchain miners. The equilib-
rium in game theory is introduced to maximize the utility of
blockchain users and miners. They also analyze two types of
attack strategies to guarantee a high-level security.

III. BLOCKCHAIN SCALABILITY ISSUES

The articles in this category mainly focus on blockchain
scalability issues, such as blockchain sharding solutions and
off-chain solutions. Three articles explore blockchain sharding,
whereas other three investigate different directions concerning
off-chain blockchain networks, like transaction scheduling,
routing, and security issues.

In [A16], Wang et al. combine a crowdsensed-data trading
system with blockchain sharding, in which critical functions
are recorded into a smart contract to avoid misuses. They
propose a data uploading and processing mechanism for data
collection and processing, and a grouping truth discovery for
the data quality incentives.

In [A17], Zheng et al. propose a sharded consortium
blockchain system called Meepo to achieve high cross-shard
efficiency. The multi-state dependency in contract calls and
strict transaction atomicity are taken into consideration. They
also design a backup algorithm to enhance the robustness of
blockchain shards.

In [A18], Hong et al. focus on blockchain sharding and
propose a novel sharding scheme based on the idea of layered
sharding. They design a cooperative cross-shard consensus
to ensure the consistency of cross-shard transactions and a
layered sharding optimization framework to maximize the
transaction throughput.

In [A19], Luo et al. propose a priority-aware payment
channel network (PCN) where transactions are scheduled
with different priorities. Off-chain transactions are assigned
with different priorities on each hop of their routing paths
for efficient transportation and channel utilization. They also
propose a multi-agent reinforcement learning-based priority-
assignment algorithm.
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In [A20], Du et al. explore the potential risks of the
watchtower mechanism to protect the security of off-chain
transactions. They propose anti-collusion multiparty smart
contracts to constrain counterparts and avoid collusion with
distributed watchtowers. Compared with the single watch-
tower mechanism, the proposed scheme improves the network
throughput and reduce the false positive rate.

In [A21], Li et al. study the dynamic routing problems in
off-chain network-based IoT. They propose a compact deep
reinforcement learning algorithm for dynamic routing policy
formulation with maximized long-term transaction efficiency.
A proximal policy optimization algorithm is employed to
ensure optimal routing performance. The simulation results
show that the proposed approach achieves higher transaction
efficiency than other baseline algorithms.

IV. HIGH-PERFORMANCE BLOCKCHAINS

Articles in this category address high-performance
blockchains. The five articles in this category investigate the
broadcast mechanism in blockchains, the blockchain storage,
arbitrage issues, transaction collision, and adaptive blockchain
system, respectively.

In [A22], Wang et al. focus on the performance optimiza-
tion of broadcasting in the blockchain system and propose
a new broadcast mechanism, aiming to improve the system
performance. An unsupervised learning algorithm and a greedy
algorithm are used to optimize the peer-to-peer topology con-
struction and broadcast algorithm. The proposed mechanism
achieves low latency while guaranteeing a relatively stable cost
in terms of redundant bandwidth.

In [A23], Liu et al. propose a Fee and Transaction Expi-
ration Time (FTET) mechanism to solve the storage sustain-
ability issue in blockchain. They analyze the heterogeneous
miner interactions to find an equilibrium between storage cost
and low-intensity user fee. Compared with the mining round
time adjustment mechanism, the proposed mechanism achieves
higher social welfare and better storage sustainability.

In [A24], Jin et al. study arbitrage issues in decentralized
exchanges and provide an arbitrage detection solution on
Ethereum using feature fusion and positive-unlabeled learn-
ing. They show that the proposed approach achieves a high
detecting accuracy of arbitrage activities on Ethereum.

In [A25], Xu et al. explore a QoS-adjustable intelligent
blockchain systems to address the transaction cardinality esti-
mation problem. They design an efficient bit-string accessing
mechanism and propose a cardinality-estimation protocol to
improve estimation efficiency while guaranteeing accuracy
requirements. The experimental results show that the proposed
protocol is able to satisfy various system requirements on
accuracy and efficiency.

In [A26], Chen et al. address the transaction-inclusion col-
lision issue in directed acyclic graph (DAG)-based blockchain
and propose a transaction inclusion protocol, aiming to reduce
the transaction collision. They show that their protocol can
defend against two security threats and achieve superior per-
formance.

In [A27], Cao et al. consider that fixed regulations of the
blockchain system are hard to adapt to changes in the environ-
ment and propose a new paradigm for defining the behavior

of a consensus system. By adjusting the actual behavior of
a consensus system to adapt to the current capacity of the
Internet, the proposed paradigm can significantly improve
throughput and latency metrics for Bitcoin.

V. CONCLUSION

This Special Issue has solicited 27 excellent articles in
the direction of blockchains for future communications and
networking. All those articles are organized into 4 cate-
gories in this guest editorial according to their topics, i.e.,
blockchain and federated learning systems, blockchain and the
IoT, blockchain scalability, and high-performance blockchains.
We wish the readers of this Special Issue can find inspirations
when reading those outstanding articles.
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